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WHAT’S INSIDE

256 • Oliver

Metatarsal Guard
Chemical-Resistant
Heavy Fabrication
General Purpose
PVC Gum

Muck
CHM-000A

259 • Muck®
259 • XTRATUF®
260 • Servus® PVC
Neoprene,
Rubber
Leather Top
Overboots
Overshoes

276 • Accessories

Oliver
65-393

XTRATUF
22273G

Honeywell’s protective footwear line includes high performing,
durable shoes and boots that are ergonomically engineered for
superior comfort, protection and style. Our footwear products let you
focus on the important things that you do all day, while feeling safe
and at ease. With over a century of expertise and a strong heritage
of craftsmanship, Honeywell offers a collection of footwear brands
that offer you the right protection in any hazardous environment.
Honeywell’s portfolio of premium safety footwear brands offers a
one-stop-shop for Leather, Neoprene, PVC and Rubber footwear in
a variety of boot and shoe styles, with safety features to suit most
hazardous environments.

Your choice in Footwear can help you reduce the cost of injury, increase
worker productivity and, more importantly, save your workers from a
possible lifetime of chronic pain.
Our Honeywell Sales Representatives can perform an on-site, slip-andtrip hazard assessment to demonstrate how you can increase your safety
record by selecting the correct footwear for the environment.
! WARNING! Honeywell Safety Products should only be used in
s
conjunction with the manufacturer’s instructions. Failure to follow
such instructions could result in serious injury or death.
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HONEYWELL PROTECTIVE FOOTWEAR BRANDS

Our Premium Safety Footwear Brands
Oliver footwear is Honeywell’s latest addition with a full line of leather footwear for
Mining, Oil & Gas, Construction and general industrial applications. The roots of Oliver
footwear date back to the mid 1800s, in the mining fields of Australia – founder James
Oliver saw a need for greater protection and crafted his first pair of safety boots. Today,
Oliver utilizes technology like Poron® XRD™ metatarsal guard, NANOlite footbed comfort
system, and NATUREform wide profile steel toe caps; all designed for extreme comfort,
performance and durability. See page 256
Servus® is Honeywell’s most inclusive line of safety footwear. PVC, Neoprene and
Rubber polymer footwear offer a wide range of protection from liquid and chemical
hazards ranging from organic, common in petrochemical and food processing industries,
to acids and oils in heavy manufacturing industries. Servus boots are available in a
variety of styles and protection levels to service the needs of any workplace with quality,
durable and long-lasting industrial safety footwear. See page 260

The Original Muck Boot Company began with a singular goal: to provide
the most comfortable, 100% waterproof, high-performance footwear on the market.
Today, the Muck® Boot brand defines the standard reference for comfort, fit and quality.
Professional hunters, fishermen and outdoor sport enthusiasts are loyal to their Muck
boots. Now, industrial workers can experience the benefits of wearing our top-rated
Muck boots. Naturally lightweight and extremely comfortable, Muck boots keep workers’
feet warm and dry in almost any climate or condition. Made of rubber, these boots are
durable and long-lasting for the investment made. See page 259
XTRATUF® neoprene boots, originally developed in the 1960s for fishermen, today
are a staple in the commercial fishing, canneries and food processing industries.
XTRATUF footwear is built tough, with a seamless construction that is triple-dipped
for 100% waterproof protection. XTRATUF’s Chevron sole and heel are self-cleaning,
providing workers with excellent slip protection on slick, oily surfaces. See page 259

STANDARDS
Standards
ASTM (American Standard for Testing and Materials) F2413-11
Section 5.1 for Steel toe

Impact/75

Dropping a weight of 50 lbs from a height of 18 inches

Section 5.2 for Steel toe

Compression/75

Crushing test of 2,500 lbs (forklift running over the shoe)

Section 5.3 for Metatarsal

Impact test

Dropping a weight of 50 lbs from a height of 18 inches

Section 5.7 for Puncture protection

Puncture test

270 lbs on 3 different points of steel midsole using a steel nail
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METATARSAL-GUARD, MINING WORK BOOTS
55-246

55-246

• PORON® XRD™ metatarsal guard is soft and flexible for outstanding comfort, but
hardens upon impact for top-rated protection
• Qflex Zero, non-metallic puncture protection for underfoot safety
• NATUREform steel toe cap has a wider profile and latex cushion liner to ensure toes
are comfortable and not in direct contact with the cap
• NANOlite and COMFORTcushion technology enhance comfort and reduce leg fatigue
• Heavy duty Kevlar stitching for extra reinforcement and longer life
• Fully lined with padded comfort collar and tongue, for greater worker comfort
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 MT/75, PR and EH
SKU

Description

Whole/Half Sizes

55-246

Black, water-resistant leather, lace up, 6 in (150 mm)

6-15 / 7½-11½

65-691

65-691

• PORON® XRD™ metatarsal guard is soft and flexible for outstanding comfort, but
hardens upon impact for top-rated protection
• Qflex Zero, non-metallic puncture protection for underfoot safety
• Heavy duty Nomex heat and flame resistant stitching for added reinforcement and
longer life
• SYMPATEX waterproof liner keeps feet dry and comfortable
• Fully lined with padded comfort collar and padded, full-bellows tongue, for greater
worker comfort
• Outsole is heat-resistant up to 572° F (300° C) and chemical-resistant to mineral oils,
acids, alkalies, animal fats and oils
• Optional lace in zipper attachment (sold separately)
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, MT/75, SD and PR
SKU

Description

Whole/Half Sizes

65-691

Black, water-resistant leather, lace up, 14 in (350 mm)

6-15 / 7½-11½

65-690

65-690

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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• PORON® XRD™ metatarsal guard is soft and flexible for outstanding comfort, but
hardens upon impact for top-rated protection
• Qflex Zero, non-metallic puncture protection for underfoot safety
• Heavy duty Nomex heat and flame resistant stitching for added reinforcement and
longer life
• SYMPATEX waterproof liner keeps feet dry and comfortable
• Fully lined with padded comfort collar and padded, full-bellows tongue, for greater
worker comfort
• Outsole is heat-resistant up to 572° F (300° C) and chemical-resistant to mineral oils,
acids, alkalies, animal fats and oils
• Optional lace in zipper attachment (sold separately)
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, MT/75, SD and PR
SKU

Description

Whole/Half Sizes

65-690

Black, leather, lace up, 10 in (250 mm)

6-15 / 7½-11½

FULL LINE
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CHEMICAL-RESISTANT LEATHER WORK BOOTS
65-393
• Chemical and liquid resistant leather upper with PVC reinforcement for excellent
protection from oils and minerals
• PORON® XRD™ metatarsal guard is soft and flexible for outstanding comfort, but
hardens upon impact for top-rated protection
• NATUREform steel toe cap has a wider profile and latex cushion liner to ensure toes
are comfortable and not in direct contact with the cap
• NANOlite and COMFORTcushion technology enhance comfort and reduce leg fatigue
• Heavy duty Kevlar stitching on critical seams for extra reinforcement and longer life
• Pull-on Riggers boot with large, easy grip loops
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, MT/75 and SD
SKU

Description

65-393

Tan, leather, pull-on, 10 in (250 mm)

65-393

Whole/Half Sizes

6-15 / 7½-11½

65-392
• Chemical and liquid resistant leather upper with PVC reinforcement for excellent
protection from oils and minerals
• PORON® XRD™ metatarsal guard is soft and flexible for outstanding comfort, but
hardens upon impact for top-rated protection
• NATUREform steel toe cap has a wider profile and latex cushion liner to ensure toes
are comfortable and not in direct contact with the cap
• NANOlite and COMFORTcushion technology enhance comfort and reduce leg fatigue
• Heavy duty Kevlar stitching on critical seams for extra reinforcement and longer life
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, MT/75 and SD
SKU

Description

Whole/Half Sizes

65-392

Tan, leather, lace-in quick release zipper closure,
8 in (200 mm)

6-15 / 7½-11½

65-392

65-390
• Chemical and liquid resistant leather upper with PVC reinforcement for excellent
protection from oils and minerals
• NATUREform steel toe cap has a wider profile and latex cushion liner to ensure toes
are comfortable and not in direct contact with the cap
• NANOlite and COMFORTcushion technology enhance comfort and reduce leg fatigue
• Heavy duty Kevlar stitching on critical seams for extra reinforcement and longer life
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75, C/75 and SD
SKU

Description

65-390

Tan, leather, lace up, 6 in (150 mm)

65-390

Whole/Half Sizes

6-15 7½-11½

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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HEAVY METAL FABRICATION – SMELTER BOOT
25-299
25-299

• Heat resistant and flame retardant leather providing excellent protection from hot metal
• Hook and eye closure system for ease in donning or doffing
• NATUREform steel toe cap has a wider profile and latex cushion liner to ensure toes
are comfortable and not in direct contact with the cap
• PORON® XRD™ metatarsal guard is soft and flexible for outstanding comfort, but
hardens upon impact for top-rated protection
• NANOlite and COMFORTcushion technology enhance comfort and reduce leg fatigue
• Nitrile, dual soling has a soft interior for comfort and a high-density outer for durability
and abrasion resistance; can withstand heat up to 572° F (300° C)
• Three rows of heavy duty Kevlar® stitching for added durability and longer life of your
boot
• Fully lined with padded comfort collar, for greater worker comfort
• ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, MT/75 and EH
SKU

Description

Whole/Half Sizes

25-299

Black, leather, hook and eye closure, 6 in (150 mm)

6-15 / 7½-11½

LEATHER WORK BOOTS – GENERAL PURPOSE
55-232
55-232

• NANOlite and COMFORTcushion technology enhance comfort and reduce leg fatigue
• NATUREform steel toe cap has a wider profile and latex cushion liner to ensure toes
are comfortable and not in direct contact with the cap
• Fully lined with padded comfort collar and tongue, for greater worker comfort
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75, C/75 and SD
SKU

Description

Whole/Half Sizes

55-232

Wheat, water-resistant leather, lace up, 6 in (150 mm)

6-15 / 7½-11½

PVC GUM BOOT
22-205

22-205

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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• Green PVC gumboot is seamless for 100% waterproof protection
• Steelflex steel midsole penetration protection for underfoot safety
• Metprotect Metatarsal protection, patented inbuilt design to protect the impact strike
zone, helping to reduce worker foot injuries from crush
• NATUREform steel toe cap has a wider profile and latex cushion liner to ensure toes
are comfortable and not in direct contact with the cap
• NANOlite and COMFORTcushion technology enhance comfort and reduce leg fatigue
• Two trim heights
• ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, MT/75, PR and EH
SKU

Description

Whole Sizes

22-205

Green, PVC gumboot

6-14
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INDUSTRIAL PREMIUM WORK BOOTS
Muck® Industrial Work Boots
• Lightweight, self-insulating CR flex-foam bootie provides a snug fit to keep out cold
temperatures and keep workers’ feet warm
• Hand-layered construction is sealed for 100% waterproof reliability to ensure workers’
feet stay dry and comfortable
• Removable EVA sock liner adds support and slipper-soft molded comfort in the footbed
for all day comfort
• Breathable air-mesh lining wicks away humidity and perspiration keeping workers’ feet
cool during long work days
• Diamond textured toe and heel reinforcements resist scuffs and scratches preserving
the life of your Muck boot
• Extra wide kick off lugs for easy hands free removal of boots to prevent workers from
bending over and straining backs
• Wide cut heel base adds extra stability
SKU

CHM-000A

Men’s
Whole Sizes Packaging

Description

Deep Cleated, Extra Traction Outsole
CHM-000A Chore™ 12 in (30.5 cm), Plain Toe, Black

5-16

1 pr/bag, 4 pr/case

CHH-000A Chore™ 16 in (40.6 cm), Plain Toe, Black

5-16

1 pr/bag, 4 pr/case

NEOPRENE PREMIUM FOOTWEAR
XTRATUF® – Insulated, Chevron Sole and Heel, Hi-Pac
• Seamless construction is 100% waterproof to keep workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• Built-in Polymeric foam insulation provides added warmth
• Chevron outsoles provide excellent traction to reduce injuries from slip or fall hazards
• Removable insoles and durable fabric linings provide shock absorption and wick away
moisture to keep workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• Neoprene is highly resistant to many organic and inorganic acids, chemicals, and
contaminants, prolonging the life of the boot and keeping workers free of harmful
irritants
• 22274G meets ASTM F2413-11 EH
• 22273G meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75, C/75 and EH
SKU

Description

22274G

16 in (40.6 cm), Plain Toe

Men’s Whole Sizes

5-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Packaging

22273G

16 in (40.6 cm), Steel Toe

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

22273G

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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PVC VALUE FOOTWEAR
Safety Mid Boot
• Seamless, PVC injection-molded footwear is 100% waterproof to keep workers’ feet dry
and comfortable
• Reinforced construction provides a durable and long lasting boot

74928

SKU

Description

74928

12 in (30.5 cm), Plain Toe, White/Beige

Men’s Whole Sizes Packaging

4-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Safety Hi Boot
• Seamless, PVC injection-molded footwear is 100% waterproof to keep workers’ feet dry
and comfortable
• Reinforced construction provides a durable and long lasting boot
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
SKU

Description

73505

15 in (38.1 cm), Steel Toe, Black/Red

Men’s Whole Sizes Packaging

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

73505

CT™ – Comfort Technology
• Seamless, PVC injection molded footwear is 100% waterproof to ensure workers’ feet
are dry and comfortable
• CT offers a unique scalloped top-line design to accommodate flexing and prevent
irritating rubbing on legs for added comfort
• Unique Trac10™ outsole pattern engineered to reduce slip & falls in hazardous
environments
• Contour heel cup molding and removable Foot Form contour cushion insoles reduce
heel slippage and provides added support for all day comfort
• 18821 meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
18821

SKU

Description

18822

16 in (40.6 cm), Plain Toe, Black

Men’s Whole Sizes Packaging

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

18821

16 in (40.6 cm), Steel Toe, Black

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Iron Duke® and Northerner Footwear
• Seamless, PVC injection molded footwear is 100% waterproof to ensure workers’ feet
are dry and comfortable
• Flexible and durable upper allows for ease of movement for greater worker comfort
• Reinforced construction at critical stress points provides a durable, long-wearing boot
• Deep angle cleated sole and heel help to grip slick surfaces preventing slips and falls
• 73104 and 18801 meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
18801

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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SKU

Description

18802

15 in (38.1 cm), Plain Toe, Black

Men’s Whole Sizes Packaging

5-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

18805

15 in (38.1 cm), Plain Toe, Brown

3-13

bulk, 6 pr/case

73104

6 in (15.2 cm), Steel Toe, Black

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

18801

15 in (38.1 cm), Steel Toe, Black

5-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case
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PVC MID-RANGE FOOTWEAR

PRM™
• Seamless, injection molded footwear is 100% waterproof to ensure workers’ feet are
dry and comfortable
• Flexible steel midsoles provide outstanding under-foot puncture protection
• Open pattern outsole design self-cleans liquid and debris with every step, helping to
prevent slip and trip hazards
• Removable FOOT FORM contour cushion insoles provide all-day comfort and support
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 and PR
SKU

Description

75145C

15 in (38.1 cm), Steel Toe
Steel Midsole, Black/Orange

Men’s Whole Sizes

7-14

Packaging

75145C

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

PVC PREMIUM FOOTWEAR
XTP™ – “Xtra Traction Performance”
• XTP™ is engineered with reinforced construction and chemical resistance formulation to
provide superior protection in harsh environments
• Seamless, 3-stage, PVC injection molded construction is 100% waterproof to keep feet
comfortable and dry
• TDT outsole compounds are formulated for long wear and slip resistance, reducing the
cost of inventory and injury
• Engineered outsole has a dual compound, durable exterior for abrasion and harsh
conditions and a softer interior for comfort and excellent traction to prevent slips and falls
• Removable FOOT FORM contour cushion insoles provides support for comfort and
wicks away moisture to keep workers’ feet dry
• Higher, wider, kick-off lugs for easy on/off convenience
• 75109 meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
SKU

Description

75108

15 in (38.1 cm), Plain Toe,
Black/Red/Gray

Men’s Whole Sizes

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

75109

15 in (38.1 cm), Steel Toe,
Black/Yellow/Gray

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

75108

Packaging

PRO™
• Seamless, PVC, 3-stage injection molded construction is 100% waterproof to keep
workers’ feet comfortable and dry
• TDT outsole compounds are formulated for long wear and slip resistance, reducing the
cost of inventory and injury
• Steel shank is longer, larger and positioned for optimal support to help prevent foot
pain when standing all day
• Boot heights are graduated and proportional to sizing to ensure comfort and prevent
chafing when walking
• Removable FOOT FORM contour cushion insoles provide support and wick away
moisture to keep workers’ feet dry
• 75101 meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
SKU

Description

75102

15 in (38.1 cm), Plain Toe,
Gray/Red/Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

5-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

75101

15 in (38.1 cm), Steel Toe,
Gray/Yellow/Beige

5-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

75101

Packaging

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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PVC PREMIUM FOOTWEAR
PRO+™

75105

• Seamless, 3-stage PVC injection molded construction is 100% waterproof to keep
workers’ feet comfortable and dry
• TDT outsole is engineered with dual compounds, a durable exterior for longer wear to
reduce inventory costs and a softer interior to increase surface contact and decrease
slip hazards to reduce the costs associated with injury
• Removable FOOT FORM contour comfort insole provides support for comfort and
wicks away moisture to keep workers’ feet dry
• Tread design prohibits hydroplaning and provides better contact between the outsole
and floor preventing slips and falls and reducing injuries
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
SKU

Description

75105

15 in (38.1 cm), Steel Toe,
Gray/Yellow/Beige

Men’s Whole Sizes

5-15

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

NEOPRENE PREMIUM FOOTWEAR
Neoprene III
Neo-Grip Sole and Heel
22103

22148

• 100% waterproof seamless construction keeps workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• Unique dipping process makes boots soft and pliable for less leg fatigue
• Neo-Grip outsoles provide excellent traction on wet surfaces to reduce injuries from
slips and falls
• Removable insoles provide shock absorption and wicks away moisture to keep workers’
feet dry and comfortable
• 22158 meets ASTM F2413-11 EH
• 22103 and 22148 meet ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 and EH
SKU

Description

22158

12 in (30.5 cm), Plain Toe

22103
22148

Men’s Whole Sizes

Packaging

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

6 in (15.2 cm), Steel Toe

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

12 in (30.5 cm), Steel Toe

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Neoprene III
Chevron Sole and Heel, Mid-Pac

22114

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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• 100% waterproof seamless construction keeps workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• Unique dipping process makes boots soft and pliable for less leg fatigue
• Chevron outsoles provide excellent traction to prevent slips and falls on wet and
slick surfaces, reducing risk of worker injury
• Removable insoles provide shock absorption and wick away moisture to keep workers’
feet dry and comfortable
• 22115 meets ASTM F2413-11 EH
• 22114 meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 and EH
SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

Packaging

22115

12 in (30.5 cm), Plain Toe

4-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

22114

12 in (30.5 cm), Steel Toe

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case
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NEOPRENE PREMIUM FOOTWEAR

Neoprene III
Chevron Sole and Heel, Hi-Pac
• 100% waterproof seamless construction keeps workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• Unique dipping process makes boots soft and pliable for less leg fatigue
• Chevron outsoles provide excellent traction to prevent slips and falls on wet and slick
surfaces, reducing the risk of worker injury
• Removable insoles provide shock absorption and wicks away moisture to keep workers’
feet dry and comfortable
• 22215 meets ASTM F2413-11 EH
• 22214 meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 and EH
SKU

Description

22215

16 in (40.6 cm), Plain Toe

Men’s Whole Sizes

3-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

22214

16 in (40.6 cm), Steel Toe

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

22214

Packaging

Neoprene Duraguard
Chevron Sole and Heel, Hi-Pac with Metatarsal Guard
• 100% waterproof seamless construction keeps workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• Unique dipping process makes boots soft and pliable for less leg fatigue
• Chevron outsoles provide excellent traction to prevent slips and falls on wet and
slick surfaces, reducing the risk of worker injury
• Floating metatarsal guard protects workers’ feet from crush and impact hazards
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, Mt/75 and EH
SKU

Description

22206

16 in (40.6 cm), Steel Toe,
Metatarsal Guard

Men’s Whole Sizes

5-15

22206

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Neoprene III
V-Wave Sole and Heel, Hi-Pac
• 100% waterproof seamless construction keeps workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• V-Wave outsole provides superior traction on surfaces with liquid and debris, reducing
worker injury due to slips and falls
• Expandable gusset is more comfortable and accommodating for wider calves
• Removable insoles provide shock absorption and wicks away moisture to keep workers’
feet dry and comfortable
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 and EH
SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

22234

16 in (40.6 cm), Steel Toe

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

22235

16 in (40.6 cm), Steel Toe, Insulated

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

22234

Packaging

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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RUBBER FOOTWEAR – IMPACT PROTECTION
Ranger Safety Work Shoes
• Premium grade rubber is formulated to resist ozone deterioration for longer life and less
inventory spend
• Ultra-composite shank is longer, wider and positioned for optimal support to help
prevent foot pain when standing all day
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and
durable providing longer life to your footwear to help reduce purchasing spend
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
R1141

SKU

Description

R1141

6 in (15.2 cm), Lace Up,
Steel Toe, Black/Yellow

Men’s Whole and Half Sizes

5-14
(Half Sizes 7.5-12.5)

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Rubber Safety Boots
• Specialized compound prevents ozone deterioration for longer life of your footwear
• Ultra-composite shank is longer, wider and positioned for optimal support to help
prevent foot pain when standing all day
• Cushion insoles provide support and wicks away moisture
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and
durable providing longer life to your footwear to help reduce purchasing spend
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75

2141

SKU

Description

21607

Engineer, 12 in (30.5 cm)
Lace-up, Steel Toe, Olive

Men’s Whole Sizes

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Packaging

2141

16 in (40.6 cm), Steel Toe, Black

6-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

RUBBER FOOTWEAR – IMPACT AND PUNCTURE PROTECTION
Ranger™ Safety Work Boot – Hi-Pac

2144

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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• Commercial grade rubber compound prevents ozone deterioration for longer life
of your footwear
• Hand-layered construction is vulcanized to seal seams for 100% waterproof protection,
workers feet remain dry for all day comfort
• Durable and comfortable fabric linings for ease in donning and doffing of footwear
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and
durable providing longer life to your footwear to help reduce purchasing spend
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 and PR
SKU

Description

2144

16 in, (40.6 cm), Steel Toe,
Steel Midsole, Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

6-15

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case
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RUBBER FOOTWEAR – METATARSAL PROTECTION
Rubber Flexible Metatarsal Guard
• Specialized compound prevents ozone deterioration for longer life of your footwear
• Ultra-composite shank is longer, wider and positioned for optimal support to help
prevent foot pain when standing all day
• SAFE-STEP puncture-resistant steel midsoles for maximum puncture protection
• SAFE-TOE steel toe protects worker from crush and impact hazards
• Removable FOOT FORM contour cushion insoles, supports and wicks away moisture
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and
durable providing longer life to your footwear to help reduce purchasing spend
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 Mt/75 and PR
SKU

Description

2149

Flex-Gard, 12 in (30.5 cm), Lace-up, Olive

Men’s Whole Sizes Packaging

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

2169

Flex-Gard, 16 in (40.6 cm), Buckle, Olive

5-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

2221

Flanker, 16 in (40.6 cm), Lace-up, Black

6-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

2149

RUBBER FOOTWEAR – THERMAL AND IMPACT PROTECTION
TurtleBack™
Rubber Full Metatarsal Guard
• Specialized rubber compound prevents ozone deterioration for wearer protection
and longer life of your footwear
• Ultra-composite shank is longer, wider and positioned for optimal support to help
prevent foot pain when standing all day
• SAFE-STEP puncture-resistant steel midsoles for maximum protection under foot
• SAFE-TOE steel toe protects worker from crush and impact hazards
• Anchored metatarsal guard provides the ultimate in compression and impact protection
• Removable FOOT FORM contour cushion insole provides support, wicks away moisture
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and
durable providing longer life to your footwear
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, Mt/75 and PR
SKU

Description

2155

12 in (30.5 cm), Red

R2145 16 in (40.6 cm), Black

R2145

Men’s Whole Sizes Packaging

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

6-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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RUBBER FOOTWEAR – THERMAL AND IMPACT PROTECTION
Ranger™
Insulated Safety Mid-Pac
• Specialized compound prevents ozone deterioration for longer life of your footwear
• Vulcanized construction is 100% waterproof, workers’ feet remain dry for all day comfort
• Ultra-composite shank is longer, wider and positioned for optimal support to help
prevent foot pain when standing all day
• Insulated for added warmth in cold weather applications keeping workers’ feet warm
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and
durable providing longer life to your footwear to help reduce purchasing spend
• Lace up closure for a customizable fit for worker preference and comfort
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
6147

SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

Packaging

Fleece Insulated
6147
12 in (30.5 cm), Red/Black, Steel Toe

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Polymeric Foam Insulated
6145
12 in (30.5 cm), Red/Black, Steel Toe

6-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Ranger™
Flexible Metatarsal, Insulated Safety Boots

2165
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• Specialized compound prevents ozone deterioration for longer life of your footwear
• Vulcanized construction is 100% waterproof, workers feet remain dry for all day comfort
• Ultra-composite shank is longer, wider and positioned for optimal support to help
prevent foot pain when standing all day
• Flexible metatarsal guard for worker safety from crush and impact hazards
• Polymeric foam insulation for added warmth in cold weather applications
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and
durable providing longer life to your footwear to help reduce purchasing spend
• Lace up closure for a customizable fit for worker preference and comfort
• 2165 meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, Mt/75 and PR
• 9810 meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 and Mt/75
SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

2165

12 in (30.5 cm), Red/Black,
6-14
Steel Toe, Steel Midsole, Metatarsal Guard

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

9810

16 in (40.6 cm), Red/Black,
Steel Toe, Metatarsal Guard

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

6-15

Packaging

2013 CATALOG
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RUBBER FOOTWEAR – ELECTRICAL HAZARD PROTECTION
Electrical Hazard (EH) – Safety Footwear
• Neo-Grip sole and heel have more surface-to-surface contact for excellent traction on wet or
slick surfaces to protect workers from slips and falls
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75 and EH
SKU

Description

6141

7 in (17.8 cm), Steel Toe, Red

Men’s Whole Sizes

5-13

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

Packaging

R6130

12 in (30.5 cm), Steel Toe, Red

6-13

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case
6141

Electrical Hazard (EH)
Linemen’s All Weather Safety Footwear
• Premium grade rubber is durable and flexible for worker safety and comfort
• Hand-layered construction is vulcanized to seal seams for 100% waterproof protection
• Convenient zipper closure for ease in donning and doffing of boots
• Full polymeric foam insulation for cold weather keeping workers’ feet warm
and comfortable
• Safe-Step steel midsole and Safe-Toe steel toe for worker safety from punctures and impacts
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75, PR and EH
SKU

Description

21622

12 in (30.5 cm), Steel Toe,
Steel Midsole, Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

4-13

21622

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

RUBBER FOOTWEAR – WEATHER PROTECTION
Irrigation and Swamp Hi Boots
• Specialized compound prevents ozone deterioration for longer life of your footwear
• Shovel shank reinforces construction and arch support for maximum wearer comfort
• Built in cushion insoles provide support and wicks away moisture
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and durable
providing longer life to your footwear to help reduce purchasing spend
SKU

Description

A383

Swamp Boot, 16 in (40.6 cm)
Black /Red, Plain Toe

Men’s Whole Sizes

5-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Packaging

T111

Irrigation Boot, 17 in (43.2 cm)
Black, Plain Toe

3-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

78590

16 in (40.6 cm) 2 Buckle Insulated,
Plain Toe, Marsh Brown

7-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

T111
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RUBBER FOOTWEAR – WEATHER PROTECTION
Rubber Hip Boots

11146

• Specialized compound prevents ozone deterioration for longer life of your footwear
• Vulcanized construction is 100% waterproof, workers’ feet remain dry for all day comfort
• Adjustable, stay-tight strap for a snug and secure fit
• Ultra-composite (A111, A2300 and A2070) or durable steel shanks (11135, 11444 and
11146) are longer, wider and positioned for optimal support to help prevent foot pain
when standing all day
• Sole and heel patterns engineered specifically to keep debris out and workers free from
slip and trip hazards
• Heavy Trac Tread™ sole and heel and knurled protective overlays are tough and
durable providing longer life to your footwear to help reduce purchasing spend
• Rugged yet comfortable fabric lining offers ease in putting on or taking off boots
SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

Plain Toe, Heavy Trac Tread™
A111
Ranger Stormking,
26 in (66 cm), Forest Green

4-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

11135

Northerner® Irrigation Stormking,
26 in (66 cm), Olive

5-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

11444

Seafarer,™ 31 in (78.7 cm), Black

6-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

11146

Full Hip Boot, 33 in (83.8 cm), Black

5-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

4-14

1 pr/bag, 4 pr/case

6-14

1 pr/bag, 4 pr/case

Steel Toe, Footwear meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
2142
Ranger Stormking, 26 in (66 cm), Black 6-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Plain Toe, Insulated
A2300
Ranger Bullhead 32 in (81.3 cm)
Cleated Outsole, Black
A2070

A2070

Packaging

*Bluecat, Chest Wader,
Cleated Outsole, Forest Green

2143

Ranger, 36 in (91.4 cm), Black

6-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

T112

Hip Boot, 36 in (91.4 cm), Black

7-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

* Suspenders and belt sold separately

LEATHER-TOP WORK BOOTS
Ranger Apun Thermolite Leather Work Boot
• Nylon, fabric liner wicks away moisture to keep workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• Molded two-color ClawMax outsole for outstanding traction and grip, minimizing worker
injury from slips and falls
• Cold weather comfort to -50 F
• 3/8" felt midsole for added warmth and cushion to keep workers feet comfortable

A485
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SKU

Description

A485

10" (25.4 cm), Thinsulate, Brown

Men’s Whole Sizes

7-14

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

2013 CATALOG
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LEATHER-TOP WORK BOOTS

Servus® Leather-Top Insulated Work Boot
• Leather upper and waterproof rubber bottom keep workers’ feet warm and dry for full
day comfort
• Bar Grip outsole and heel provide excellent traction, minimizing worker injury from slips
and falls
• 3/8" felt midsole for added warmth and cushion to keep workers’ feet comfortable
• Insulated for cold weather comfort to -50°F
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
SKU

Description

A521

10" (25.4 cm) , Steel Toe
Leather work boot, Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

6-15

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

A521

Servus® Double Insulated Leather-Top Work Boot
• Leather upper and weatherproof rubber bottom keep workers’ feet warm and dry for
full day comfort
• Trac Tread outsole and heel provide excellent traction, minimizing worker injury from
slips and falls
• Built in double-insulating foam provides incredible warmth and shock absorbing cushion
for worker comfort
• Cold weather comfort to -75°F
• 3/8" felt midsole for added warmth and cushion to keep workers’ feet comfortable
• Meets ASTM F2413-11 M I/75 C/75
SKU

Description

A422

10" (25.4 cm), Steel toe, Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

7-14

A422

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

VALUE OVERBOOTS
Disposable Bootie – Value Overboot
• Easy and convenient protection, perfect for site guests to protect shoes and site floors
• Texturized, slip-resistant outsole, helps to prevent injury due to slips and falls
• 100% waterproof protection
SKU

Description

A352

12 in (30.5 cm), Latex, Yellow

Men’s Whole Sizes

S-2XL

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 50 pr/case

Sizing Conversions

A352

Sizes

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fits Men’s Sizes

6-7

8-9

10 - 11

12 - 13

14 - 15
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SF ™ SUPERFIT OVERBOOTS
SF™ SuperFit – Standard Overboots

11993

• Over-sized design to fit over leather work boots protecting them from harsh
environments, increasing the longevity of expensive footwear
• PVC injection molded footwear is 100% waterproof protection to keep leather work
boots and feet dry
• Extra large molded kick-off lugs for easy boot removal
• Boot buttons are molded to eliminate seams, providing waterproof protection
• Closure loops are tabbed to allow for easy, one hand closure, even when wearing gloves
SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

4 in (10.2 cm) height
11993
Black

11924

Packaging

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

11993B

Black

XS-XL

1 pr/box, 12 pr/case

11994

Yellow

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

11995

Amber

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

12 in (30.5 cm) height
11924
Black

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

11924B

Black

XS-XL

1 pr/box, 6 pr/case

11926

Yellow

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

SF™ SuperFit – Premium Overboots
• Over-sized design to fit over leather work boots protecting them from harsh
environments, increasing the longevity of expensive footwear
• 100% waterproof protection to keep leather work boots and feet dry
• PVC injection molded, dual compounds provides a stretchy top and long wearing
extra-wide grip outsole, providing ease of use and protection from slip hazards
• Dual compounding molds high-stretch uppers to long-wearing, slip-resistant outsoles
• Extra large molded kick-off lugs for easy boot removal
• Boot buttons are molded to eliminate seams and providing waterproof protection
• Closure loops are tabbed to allow for easy, one hand closure, even when wearing gloves
• Style 11095 is tested to meet MIL-0-43995C and Commercial specification A-A-59520;
provides protection in hazardous application
11003

SKU

Description

11003

4 in (10.2 cm), Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

Packaging

11004B

4 in (10.2 cm), Black/Yellow

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

11001

12 in (30.5 cm), Black

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

11002B

12 in (30.5 cm), Black/Yellow

XS-XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

11095

SF™ Chem, 12 in (30.5 cm), Black

S-XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Sizing Conversions
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Sizes

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fits Men’s Sizes

4-5

6-8

9 - 10

14 - 13

14 - 15

2013 CATALOG
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PREMIUM RUBBER OVERBOOTS

Supersized Rubber Overboots
• Over-sized design to fit over leather work boots protecting them from harsh
environments, increasing the longevity of expensive footwear
• Hand-layered rubber compound is vulcanized to prevent seams from leaking providing
a 100% waterproof boot to keep feet dry
• Rugged ribbed outsoles add traction to keep workers from slipping and falling
• Rust-resistant buckles secure your overboots for a secure fit to prevent trip hazards
• Net lining for ease in donning and doffing of boots
SKU

Description

T469

5 in (12.7 cm), 2 Buckle, Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

8-16

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

Packaging

T419

12 in (30.5 cm), 4 Buckle, Black

8-16

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

T369

15 in (38.1 cm), 5 Buckle, Black

8-16

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

A351

13 in (33 cm), 5 Buckle, Black

8-15

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

T469

Supersized, Dress Rubber Overboots
• Over-sized design to fit over leather work boots protecting them from harsh
environments, increasing the longevity of expensive footwear
• Hand-layered rubber compound is vulcanized to prevent seams from leaking providing
a 100% waterproof boot to keep feet dry
• T315 has a full fleece lining for extra warmth and comfort in cold weather conditions
• Rugged ribbed outsoles add traction to keep workers from slipping and falling
SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes Packaging

41463 5 in (12.7 cm), Fabric lined, Black

8-14

T314

10 in (25.4 cm), Dress, Zipper closure, Black

8-15

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

T315

13 in (33 cm), Fleece lined,
Zipper closure, Supersized, Black

8-14

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

T314

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

Hi Strap-On Rubber Overboot
• Over-sized design to fit over leather work boots protecting them from harsh
environments, increasing the longevity of expensive footwear
• Hand-layered rubber compound is vulcanized to prevent seams from leaking providing
a 100% waterproof boot to keep feet dry
• Cross Rib™ outsoles add traction to keep workers with secure footing
• Strap secures the top of the boot keeping irritating and harmful substances away from
worker’s skin – great boot for pouring cement
• Comfortable net lining for ease in donning and doffing of boots
SKU

Description

A380

18 in (45.7 cm), Yellow

Men’s Whole Sizes

8-16

A380

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 6 pr case

Overboots for Metatarsal Guards
• Roomy comfort and flexible movement for specific use in protecting work boots w/metatarsal
guards from harsh environments, increasing the longevity of expensive footwear
• Hand-layered rubber compound is vulcanized to prevent seams from leaking providing
a 100% waterproof boot to keep feet dry
• Anti-Skid tread outsole to keep workers from slipping and falling on slick surfaces
SKU

Description

7361

4 in (10.2 cm), Slip-On, Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

7-15

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

7362

10 in (25.4 cm), 4 Buckle, Black

8-15

1 pr/bag, 12 pr/case

7361

Packaging
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OVERSHOES – SLIP-RESISTANT
NEOS™ Voyager™ STABILicers®

VNS1

• Nylon with waterproof membrane for protection against harsh winter environments
• Adjustable velcro cuff provides a snug fit
• STABILicers® outsoles provide excellent traction on ice and snow. NOT to be used on
hard surfaces
• Cleat wrench included with convenient internal pocket to keep wrench handy and
available to change cleats on the job
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort and warmth (sold separately)
SKU

Description

VNS1

11 in (27.9 cm), Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

Packaging

XS-3XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

NEOS™ Explorer™ STABILicers® – Insulated
• STABILicers® outsoles with 32 replaceable cleats, per pair, to provide excellent traction
on ice and snow. NOT to be used on hard surfaces
• Cleat wrench included with convenient internal pocket to keep wrench handy and
available to change cleats on the job
• Nylon upper with waterproof membrane to protect feet from harsh winter environments
• 4 mm polyurethane foam insulation for added warmth
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort and warmth (sold separately)
EXSG

SKU

EXSG

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

11 in (27.9 cm), Black

Packaging

XS-3XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

NEOS™ Navigator 5™ STABILicers® – Insulated

N5P3S

• STABILicers® outsoles with 32 replaceable cleats, per pair, to provide excellent traction
on ice and snow. NOT to be used on hard surfaces
• Cleat wrench included with convenient internal pocket to keep wrench handy and
available to change cleats on the job
• Expandable gaiter top can roll-out to increase boot height to 20 inches, providing
added snow and wind protection
• Polyester upper and 4 mm polyurethane foam insulation add comfort and protection in
harsh winter environments
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

N5P3S

15 in (38.1 cm)
extends to 20 in (50.8 cm), Gray

SRC

NEOS replacement cleats

Packaging

XS-3XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case
32 per pack

Sizing Conversions
Sizes

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

Fits Men’s Sizes
3 - 4.5 5 - 6.5
7 - 8.5
9 - 10.5 11 - 12.5 13 - 14.5 15 - 16.5
Fits Women’s Sizes
4.5 - 6 6.5 - 8 8.5 - 10 10.5 - 12
—
—
—
Insole dimensions (inches) 10.3 x 4 11 x 4.3 11.8 x 4.4 12.4 x 4.5 12.8 x 4.6 13.5 x 4.8 14.5 x 5.5
We recommend going up a size when wearing boots. For the most accurate sizing, the shoe/boot sole should be measured.
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OVERSHOES – THERMAL PROTECTION
NEOS™ Uptowner X™ Insulated Overshoe
• Nylon with waterproof membrane protects expensive work boots from harsh
weather environments
• Primaloft® lining keeps workers’ feet warm in the harshest cold weather conditions
• Overshoes are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes
• Perma outsole offers good traction in tough weather conditions to reduce the risk
of slips and falls
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
SKU

Description

UNX1

11 in (27.9 cm), Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

UNX1

Packaging

XS-2XL

1 pr / bag, 6 pr/case

NEOS™ Explorer™ Insulated Overshoe
• Nylon upper with waterproof membrane protects expensive work boots from harsh
weather environments
• Insulated inner keeps workers’ feet warm in the harshest cold weather conditions
• Perma outsole offers good traction in tough weather conditions to reduce the risk
of slips and falls for worker's safety
• Overshoes are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
SKU

Description

EXPG

11 in (27.9 cm), Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

EXPG

Packaging

XS-3XL

1 pr / bag, 6 pr/case

NEOS™ Navigator 5™ Expandable Overshoe
• Polyester upper with waterproof membrane protects expensive
work boots from harsh weather environments
• Aggressive Vibram® Ninja™ outsole offers superior traction on ice, snow and slush
• Overshoes are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

N5P3

15 in (38.1 cm)
extends to 20 in (50.8 cm), Gray

N5P3

Packaging

XS-4XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/case

Sizing Conversions
Sizes

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

Fits Men’s Sizes
3 - 4.5 5 - 6.5
7 - 8.5
9 - 10.5 11 - 12.5 13 - 14.5 15 - 16.5
Fits Women’s Sizes
4.5 - 6 6.5 - 8 8.5 - 10 10.5 - 12
—
—
—
Insole dimensions (inches) 10.3 x 4 11 x 4.3 11.8 x 4.4 12.4 x 4.5 12.8 x 4.6 13.5 x 4.8 14.5 x 5.5
We recommend going up a size when wearing boots. For the most accurate sizing, the shoe/boot sole should be measured.
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OVERSHOES – ALL WEATHER
NEOS™ Villager™ Mid-Overshoe
• Nylon upper with waterproof membrane protects expensive work boots from harsh weather
environments
• NEOS Superlite outsole are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
VIS1

SKU

Description

VIS1

10 in (25.4 cm), Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

Packaging

XS-2XL

1 pr / bag, 12 pr/case

NEOS™ Trekker™ Overshoe
• Nylon with waterproof membrane protects expensive work boots from harsh
weather environments
• Overshoes are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes
• NEOS Superlite outsoles are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
TRS7

SKU

Description

Men’s Whole Sizes

TRS7

20 in (50.8 cm), Mushroom

XS-2XL

Packaging

1 pr / bag, 12 pr/case

NEOS™ Voyager™ Mid-Overshoe

VNN1

• Nylon upper with waterproof membrane protects expensive work boots from harsh
weather environments
• Perma outsole offers good traction in tough weather conditions to reduce the risk of
slips and falls for worker's safety
• Overshoes are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
SKU

Description

VNN1

11 in (27.9 cm), Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

XS-3XL

Packaging

1 pr / bag, 12 pr/case

NEOS™ Adventurer™ Hi-Overshoe
• Nylon upper with waterproof membrane protects expensive work boots from harsh
weather environments
• Perma sole offers good traction in tough weather conditions to reduce the risk of
slips and falls for worker's safety
• Overshoes are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes

• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
ANN1
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SKU

Description

ANN1

15 in (38.1 cm), Black

Men’s Whole Sizes

XS-2XL

Packaging

1 pr / bag, 12 pr/case
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OVERSHOES – ALL WEATHER

NEOS™ River Trekker™ Hipper-Overshoe
• Nylon with waterproof membrane is snag and brush-resistant for a durable boot that will
last for years
• Adjustable hook and loop belt strap keeps boots up for comfort and worker safety
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes
• Vibram® Ninja™ outsole offers excellent traction on snow and very good traction on ice to
reduce the risk of slips and falls
• Optional 10 mm removable EVA insole adds comfort (sold separately)
SKU

Description

RTK8

30 in (76.2 cm), Brown

Men’s Whole Sizes

M-2XL

Packaging

1 pr / bag, 6 pr/case

RTK8

Sizing Conversions
Sizes
Fits Men’s Sizes
Fits Women’s Sizes
Fits Euro Sizes
Insole dimensions (inches)

XS

S

3.5 - 5
5 - 6.5
35 - 37
10.3 x 4

5.5 - 7
7 - 8.5
38 - 40
11 x 4.3

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

7.5 - 9
9.5 - 11 11.5 - 13 13.5 - 15 15.5 - 17
9 - 10.5 11 - 12.5
—
—
—
41 - 42
43 - 45
46 - 48
49 - 50
51 - 53
11.8 x 4.4 12.4 x 4.5 12.8 x 4.6 13.5 x 4.8 14.5 x 5.5

We recommend going up a size when wearing boots. For the most accurate sizing, the shoe/boot sole should be measured.

OVERSHOES – PROCESSING
NEOS™ Processing™ Overshoe
• Heavy-duty thermo-plastic upper is easily sanitized and is 100% waterproof to keep
workers’ feet dry
• Polyurethane outsole and open tread design are lightweight to prevent foot and leg fatigue
• Unique strap system provides a secure fit to prevent boot from slipping and causing a trip hazard
• Wide, easily opened gusset provides ease in putting on or taking off overshoes
SKU

Description

IT12PT17

12 in (30.5 cm), Plain Toe, Blue

Men’s Whole Sizes

XS-3XL

Packaging

1 pr / bag, 6 pr/case

IT12ST17

12 in (30.5 cm), Steel Toe, Blue

XS-3XL

1 pr / bag, 6 pr/case

IT12ST01*

12 in (30.5 cm), Steel Toe, White

XS-3XL

1 pr / bag, 6 pr/case

IT12PT17

* Special order, contact Customer Care for details.
Sizing Conversions
Sizes
Fits Men’s Sizes
Fits Women’s Sizes
Fits Euro Sizes
Insole dimensions (inches)

XS

S

3.5 - 5
5 - 6.5
35 - 37
10.3 x 4

5.5 - 7
7 - 8.5
38 - 40
11 x 4.3

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

7.5 - 9
9.5 - 11 11.5 - 13 13.5 - 15 15.5 - 17
9 - 10.5 11 - 12.5
—
—
—
41 - 42
43 - 45
46 - 48
49 - 50
51 - 53
11.8 x 4.4 12.4 x 4.5 12.8 x 4.6 13.5 x 4.8 14.5 x 5.5

We recommend going up a size when wearing boots. For the most accurate sizing, the shoe/boot sole should be measured.
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ACCESSORIES
Studs®

SR101

• Tungsten carbide studs bites into snow and ice for added grip and safety to wearer
• Made of extra strong stretch rubber to draw snugly over shoes and boots – easily fits
a wide range of footwear
• Over soles are compact and easily stored in a pocket or work belt
SKU

Description

Sizes

Packaging

SR101

Black

S-2XL

1 pr/bag, 6 pr/ case

SR201

Studs replacement kit

N/A

1 pack

NEOS EVA Insoles
• Added insulation and warmth against cold weather applications
• Added cushion provides increased shock absorption for all day comfort
• Easily washable to reduce bacteria

EVA

SKU

Description

Sizes

Packaging

EVA

Removable 10 mm EVA insoles

XS-2XL

90 pr/ case

Foot Form Contour Comfort Replacement Insoles
• Extra layer of stabilizing support and comfort
• Contour formed to lift the arch and support the heel
27001

SKU

Description

27001

Replacement Insoles

Men’s Whole Sizes

3-15

Packaging

90 pr/ case

Servus 3/8" Felt Insoles
• Perfect footbed for waterproof boot, thick cushion provides workers with comfort and insulation
from the ground
• Insoles help to wick away moisture, keeping feet dry and are removable and washable

28114

SKU

Description

28114

Cushion felt insoles

Men’s Whole Sizes

3-15

Packaging

100 pr/ case

Servus Breathe-O-Prene Replacement Insoles

27002

• Breathe-O-Prene open cell technology wicks away moisture for dryer more
comfortable feet
• Easily washable to reduce bacterial contamination and open cell structures reduce
insole drying time
• Excellent added shock absorption for support and comfort for workers on their feet
all day
SKU

Description

27002

Replacement Insoles

Men’s Whole Sizes

3-5

Packaging

Pair

28500

Servus Bama Sokket
• Insulating boot liners are removable and washable to reduce bacterial contamination
• Acrylic and cotton fibers wick away moisture to keep workers’ feet dry and comfortable
• Provides added shock absorbing cushion and insulates for cold weather wear

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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SKU

Description

28500

Servus Bama Sokket

Men’s Whole Sizes

5-15

Packaging

24 pr/ case
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Ranger Thermolite® Insulating liners
• 3/4" thick foam insulating liners to replace worn liners in most leather upper boots
• Removable and washable to reduce bacterial contamination
SKU

Description

A417

Thermolite boot liner

Men’s Whole Sizes

Packaging

6 - 14

®

A417

12 pr/ case

Ranger Deep Pile Boot Liners
• Deep pile lining adds warmth and comfort in cold temperatures
• Added cushion provides increased shock absorption for all day comfort
• Fits most non-insulated knee boots; wear one size larger boot to maximize
worker foot comfort
SKU

Description

Sizes

28000

Boot Liners

S (6-7), M (8-9), L (10-11)

Packaging

28000

25 pr/ case

XL (12-13), 2XL (14-15)

AQUASEAL® Boot Repair
• Urethane adhesive repairs neoprene, rubber and coated fabric boots and waders
• Permanently seals and repairs leaks with a waterproof bond
SKU

Description

Packaging

25002

Boot Repair

each

25002

Ranger Chest Wader Suspenders
• Rugged, suspenders of comfortable wide-band ballistic nylon strapping
• H-Back comfort and support
• Adjustable “set it and forget it” clips
• Dark brown, for Ranger A2070
SKU

Description

Packaging

20000

Chest Wader Suspenders

each

NEOS STABILicers® Cleats

20000

SRC

• Easily replace worn or clogged cleats
• Kit comes complete with 32 cleats and socket wrench
SKU

Description

Packaging

SRC

Replacement cleats

Package of 32

SR201

Servus Replacement Studs Kit
• Easily replace worn studs on the SR101
• Includes tungsten carbide studs and extraction/replacement tool
SKU

Description

Packaging

SR201

Replacement studs

Package of 12

29000

Servus Puncture-Resistant Midsole
• Cushion-covered, flexible steel inserts provide puncture protection underfoot
• Use as an insole or midsole, will fit most over-the-foot boots
SKU

Description

29000

Pair of steel inserts

Men’s Whole Sizes

5-14

Packaging

1 pr/bag, 50 pr/case

Call Customer Care at 800 777-9021.
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